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Abstract
One of the main problems when developing an eye detection and tracking system is to build a robust eye
classifier that can detect the true eye patterns in complex scenes. This classi fication task is very
challenging as the eye can appear in different locations with varying orientations and scales. Furthermore,
the eye pattern varies intrinsically between ethnic groups, and with age and gender of a person. To cope
better with these variations, we propose to use a bio-inspired convolutional neural network, based on the
mechanism of shunting inhibition, for the detection of eye patterns in unconstrained environments. A
learning algorithm is developed for the proposed neural network. Experimental results show that such
network has the builtin invariant knowledge and the discriminatory power to classify input regions into
eye and non-eye patterns. A classification rate of 99% is achieved by a three layer network with input size
of 32 x 32 pixels.
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nomenon makes the pupil of the eye brighter in a gray

ABSTRACT

scale image, thereby facilitating th e detection of the eyes.
However, there are many objects in the image that exhibit
similar reflectance properties , and hence cannot be distin

One of the main problems when developing an eye detec
tion and tracki ng system is to build a robust eye classifier
that can detect the true eye patterns in complex scenes.

g u ished from the eyes. T herefore, the success of these sys

This classi fi cation task is very challenging as the eye can

tems are very much dependent on the special illumination

appear in different locations with varying orientations and
scales.

setup, the synchronization scheme, and other additional

Furthermore, the eye pattern varies intrinsically

information about the eyes.

between ethnic groups, and with age and gender of a per

In model-based approach, Yu il le et al. [5] used tem

son. To cope better with these variations, we propose to
use a bio-inspired convolutional neural network, based on

plate matching to detect the eye regions. The eye temp late

eye patterns in unconstrained environments. A learning

and two points in the center of the white of the eye. The

is buil t from a circle, two intersecting parabolic curves

th e mechanism of shunting inhibition, for the de tectio n of
algorithm is developed

template is matched

for the proposed neural network.

the energy function used to determine the parameters of

A

the template. Often, these template matching techniques

cl assi fication rate of 99% is achieved by a three layer net
work with input size

of 32

x

[6] improved further

th e eye deformable template by including extra terms in

in invariant knowledge and the discriminatory power to
classify input regions into eye and non-eye patterns.

to the input image by minimizing an

energy function. Later, Xie et at.

Experimental resul ts show that such network has the bu ilt

do not pr oduce accurate res ults , and th ey are quite sensi

32 pixels.

tive to the initial parameters of the eye template

[71.

In

addition, they are time-consuming operations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Artificial neu ral networks have been appli ed to pat
tern recognition problems where traditional methodolo

As we step into a new era of intelligent man-machine in

gies have failed or are very complicated to build. They

teractions, human facial features are a ttracting consider

offer an ability to perform tasks outside the scope of tra

able interest from the research community. Features such

or eyes provide strong cues for recognition

ditional processors such as parallel computing and fau\(

man eye, for example, is considered an important salient

work to detect eye candidates from an input facial image.

as mouse, nose

tolerance. Zh ang et al.

and tracking of human faces in com plex scenes. The hu

neural net

ing units in the hidden layer and sigm oid units at the

out
put layer to classify each scanned window into eye and
non-eye pattern . To red u ce the number of false eye can

man faces, object-based codi ng, etc ..

Many studies de aling with the detection and verifica

didates , they developed a set of rules based on the geo

tion of human eyes have been reported. They can be c ate

metric knowledge of the eye and its location within the

gorized into three groups: image-based

approach, model
based approach and neural-based approach. In image
based approach , color, texture, sh ape and motion have
been used as important cues for eye detecti o n. In [I], co lor
information is used to detect skin regions and locate can di 

facial region . Furthermore. to achieve scale and rotation
invariance, they applied the c- means clustering algorithm
to determine

thc centers of each hidden u nit.

In this paper, we propos e to use a convolutional neural

date eye patterns within or nearby the skin regions. How

network to classify image regi ons into eye and n on- eye
patterns, irre spec tive of the pattern orientation. This type

ever, this t e chni q u e can only be applied to quasi-frontal

of neural networks has been renowned of hav ing somc

Based on the physiological

properties of the eyc, some researchers [2, 3, 4] ha v e uscd
infra-red illumination to detect the eyes.

de veloped a hybrid

The network consists of radial basis functi ons as process

feature that prov ides crucial information for fati gue analy

sis, v isual interpretation, detection and recognition of hu

and close-up facial images.

[8]

built-in tolerance for shift , translation, and distortion. The

key characteri stics of this type of networks arc the connec

The approach

is to focus an infra-red beam onto the eye. Th e cornea

tions

retlects back the infra-red benm causing the red-eye

a set of biologically motivated receptive fields that are

ef

fect, which is otien seen in ft�sh photographs. This phe-

0-7803-9243-4/05/$20.00 ©lOOS
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from one layer to another, which are done through

shared among processing unit s, and the arrangement of
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processi ng units that has some degree of similarity w ith
biological vision systems. Mor eo ver, the feature extrac
tion stage is i nt egrated with th e classification stage, and
both are ge nera ted by the learning process. The rest of
this paper is orga nized as follows. The next section gives a
d escription of the proposed neural network structure to be
used for eye detection. In addition, the training tech nique
is briefly e xplained in this se ction. Section 3 presents
the experimental results and analyzes the network perfor
mance. Section 4 presents concluding remarks.

on different parts of the imag e. Con sequently, the same
elemen tary visual feature is extracted from different posi
tions of the input image. Olher feature maps in the layer
perform the same operat ion with differen t sets of weights
to extract different types of local features. Within each
layer, a sub-sampling ope rati on is perform ed by shifting
the centers of receptive fields of neighboring units hy two
pos itions, horizonta lly and vertically. This decreases the
size of the feature maps by one quarter in successive lay
ers, and introduces some degree of shift and distortion in
variance into the network. The same re cept iv e field size of
5 x 5 is used to connect one layer to the next layer throu gh
out the ent i re network architecture. The output layer of
the network consists of one perceptron neuron. The in
puts to the output layer are the local average of 2 x 2 non
overlappi ng regions from all feature maps in the second
layer; that is, each 2 x 2 reg i on in a feature map prov i des
o ne input signal to the o utput layer. The weighted sum of
these loc ally averaged signals are passed through an ap
p rop riate activation function to generate the output. Thus,
th e response of an output unit is given by

2. NEURAL NETWORK MODEL

Several convolutional neural network architectures have
been propos ed in the past, and most of them are based
on t h ree structural concepts: local rec ep tive fields, weight
s hari n g and sub-sampling. However, these networks dif
fer markedly in their imp lement ations; most importantly,
they are speci ficall y tailored for given tasks, which limit
their use and applicability to othe r tasks. In th is paper,
we adopt a generic convolutional neural network (CoNN)
architecture, in which the feature extract ion neurons are
based on the bio- phys i cal mechanism of shun ting in hib i
t ion . Althou gh this CoNN architecture is herein ap pli ed
to eye de tect ion, it can eas il y be adapted for other image

(2)
where h is the output activation function, wll's are the con
nection weights, zv's are the in pu t s to the neuron, and b is
the b i as term.

recognition tasks. The architecture consists of two hid

, an in p ut l ay er and an output layer. The inpu t
layer receives a two-dim ens ional (2-D) input of arbitrary
size. The first hidden layer contains two planes of p ro ce ss
ing units known as feature maps, each of which branches
out to two feature maps in the succeeding layer. Con
sequently, the s econd hidd en layer contains four feature
maps. The co nnec tio n between the feature maps is similar
to a binary tre e (see [9] for details). Each feature map is
made up of a lattice of shunting neurons. These neurons
receive input signals from small local regions of the input
image, called receptive field. The acti vation of a shunting
den l ayers

3. TRAINING AND EVALUATION
3.1. Training Methodology

In [9], a series of training algorithms, ran ging from first
order gradient methods to Quasi-Newton, have been de
velo ped for the proposed CoNN. In t he experiments pre
sented herein, we have adopted the algorithm proposed by
[10]. and the final formula to compute the weight update
6.1·V (k) is defined as

inhibitory neuron can be mathematically described by

61-V(k)

g(�Wj;li+bj)
for i

=

1, ... , N

(1)
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2
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- 1),
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(3)

G(k) JT(k)J(k)+p(k)I, w her e J (k ) is the
Jacobian matrix at the kth iteration, p(k) is a regulariza
tion parametcr, and I is thc identity matrix. The gradient
vector li( k)
JT (k) e( k), where c(�;) is the error vector
at the kth it eration. The constants ),1 and ),2 arc given by

The m atrix

where Zj is the acti v i ty of the lh neuron, Ii'S are the ex
ternal inputs, aj is the passive decay rate, Wj; and eji are
the conn ect ion wei ghts from the ith neuron to the jth neu
ron, uJ and dJ arc const ant biases, N is the size of the re
ceptive field, and f and g arc activation functi ons. In the
first l ayer. 9 a nd f are chosen to be the hyperbolic ta n
gent and exponential functions, respectively, whereas in
the second layer, 9 is set to the logarithmic sigmoid func
tion. We should note that even though the input is a 2-D
pa ttern , in (I) the input signal is a column vector; th i s can
be achieved by concatenating the columns of the 2-D in
put.
All the neurons in the feature map share the same set
of weights (we ight sharin g) and the same bias p aram eters
including the passive decay rate. This process constrains
each unit in the feature map to pe rform the same operat ion

=

=

where
u

Ic;c;
iFF

=-fJ

=

fjT(k) [G(k)J�l fj(k),

=

MVT(k .-l)G(k)6.vV(k

(J

=

'2�,

- 1).

The p aram eter tl(k) is adapted based on the first Wolfe
co ndit i on:
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where E(k) is the error function . If the condition

p(k)

holds,

training set consisted of 8000 samples, with equal num

is decreased by a factor of ten; otherwise it is in

ber of eye and non-eye patterns. A test set of

in

creased by the same factor until there is a reduction

3000

eye

patterns and 10000 non-eye patterns was used to analyze

the error function. The J acobian matrix is computed us

the performances of the trained networks. Furthermore,

modified error-backpropagation rule similar to the

three networks of the same structure, bu t different initial

process, an early stopping procedure is used. This proce

age performances of the three n etworks are recorded in

ing

a

one proposed by Hagan [II].

To terminate the training

weights, were generated for each input size.

Table I for different in put sizes.

dure trains an i ni ti al ized network for 100 iterations, and

at each iter ation , the network is tested on a separate vali

dation data set. Once the trainin g process has termi nated ,

4. RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

the network with the lowest validation error is selected.

Before trainin g commences, the weights of the recep

Since the network generates a response between [-1, 1], a

tive fi elds are initi alized with ra ndom values using a uni

threshold is required to set the boundary between the eye

form distribution between -1 It and 11 t, where t is the

and non-eye classes. The threshold value is empirically

width of the receptive fields. The bias parameters band d

ch osen so that the to tal classification error is at a mi n

of the neurons in the fealure maps are in iti alized similarly
wi t h t

a

=

of the three networks on the test set. These results show

range [0, 1 j, then it is constrained to

that the proposed convolutional neural network architec

satisfy the following condition:

aj +

Table I presents the average classification rates

imum.

1. Moreover, the passive decay rate parameter

is initialized in t he

The aver

ture has the capability to detect ey e patterns at different

t(2:' Cjil, + dj) � 0.1.

orientations and scales with very high classification accu

(5)

i

racy. All trai ned networks achieve over 97% correct clas

sification rate of eye patterns. Prom the receiver operating

characteristic (ROC) curves of Fig. 2, the convolutional

This conditi on is a ppl ied to avoid division by zero in (I),

neural network achieves 99% correct detection rate at 1%

and is maintained throug hout the training process.

false detection rate with input size of 32

x

32 pixels . How

ever, when reducing the input size to a 16

3.2. Training Data
Before the network can be used as an eye detector, it must
be trained on eye and non-eye patterns.

16 pixels, the

One pos sible reason for such reduction in performance

To this end, a

is the fact that the eye shape resembles two horizontal

trainin g set is prepared , which contained eye and non-eye

lines at low resolution, features which often appear in nat

patterns, along with the corresponding desired outputs.

ural scenes. For this reason, many neural-based detectors

The training process consists of adapting the network p a
rameters so as to reduce the disparity between the network

[12, 13, 14]

output and the given target value. The eye patterns were

use a

much larger input size.

The first two

Table 1. The average generalization perfonnances of the

obtained by cropping square windows covering the eye

networks of different input size.

envelope from images collected from the Web. The no n
eye pattern s , on the other hand, were obtained

x

classification accuracy of the network drops significantly.

Eye pattern (%)

Non-eye pattern (%)

97.3

96.7

x 24

98.0

98.7

x

99.0

99.0

Retina size

from im

16

ages of natural scenes with no human faces. Some exam

x

24

ples of the eye and non-eye patterns are shown in Fig. I.

32

The entire eye d atabase contains i mag es with different ey e

16

32

apertures and orientations collected from peo ple of di ffer

ent races, ages and gender, with varying ill umin ation con

1

ditions. To prevent any processi ng units of the network

" '...:...�l:.. .d::::::!:
:: ::::�9
:
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Fig. 1. Samples of eye (top) and non-eye (bottom) patterns
from the training and test sets.

70

65
600!'----:--::'--�3:--'--___;

from falling into the saturation regions of the activation

functions, the input p a tte rns

75

arc

False delection rate (%)

pre-processed by linearly

scaling the pixel values of the gray scale image into the

range

[-1,

1 j. The target values of t he network are 1 for

}t�jg. 2. Th e averaged ROC curves of the net works based

an eye and -1 fo r a n o n-ey e patt ern . Three traini ng sets

on different inpu t size.

were prepared to train three network architectures having

the following input size: 16

x

16,24

x

24,32

x

32. Each

layers of the network work as fe at u re detectors by train-
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Layer 1

'Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 2

r::;a
w,
Eye Image

Scene Image

(a)
Fig. 3. The output

(b)

images generated at th e feature maps of the network.

ing the weights of the shun ting inhibitory units as non
linear adaptive filters. To have an insight into what the
processing units have learnt, two images of s ize 170 x 160
were processed by the network, and the output of each

eyes," in Proc.

extraction from faces using deformable templates," Int. J.

oj Computer \lision, vol.

kind of edge or feature detectors; they e1(tract the salient

3(a),

Recognition, vol. 27, no. 6, pp. 791-799, 1994.

the

[7) H. Tan. Y. 1. Zhang, and R. Li, "Robust eye extraction us

eye is represented by parabolic curves which arc different

ing defonnable ,template and feature tracking ability," in

from t hos e extracted features in

Fig. 3(b). These features
are further processed by the output unit to classify the in
put image into eye and non-eye patterns.

can achieve a correct eye classification r<lte of 99%.
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